Combined effects of diffusional hindrances, electrostatic repulsion and product inhibition on the kinetic properties of a bound acid phosphatase.
The kinetic properties of a soybean cell wall phosphatase were studied and compared under different environmental conditions. The native enzyme isolated from the wall exhibits classical Michaelis-Menten kinetics. When buried into the cell wall, its natural environment, the enzyme mimics an apparent negative cooperativity. This deviation from hyperbolic dependence of the activity vs. the substrate concentration may result from an heterogeneous distribution of the enzyme molecules between the surface and the inside of the wall, where an electrostatic partition effect takes place. Cell wall fragments compacted on a Millipore-type membrane allow the study of the dual effects of diffusional hindrances and electrostatic interactions on the global kinetic behavior. By increasing the ionic strength, partition effects can be suppressed and therefore diffusional effects alone can be taken into account. On the one hand, diffusion and partition act individually and synergetically to decrease the apparent global affinity of phosphatase with respect to glucose 6-phosphate. On the other hand, product inhibition by inorganic phosphate is subjected to dual effects from diffusion through accumulation and partition through repulsion. A simple diffusion-partition reaction model accounts qualitatively and quantitatively for the experimental observations.